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Abstract: 

 
 Morphometric analysis of four sub-watersheds namely 

Pidhaura, Batesar, Balapur and Pariar forming parts of 

Yamuna River around Bah Tahsil of Agra district have been 

carried out using Geo-coded FCC of bands 2, 3 and 4 of IRS

1D, LISS-III, SOI toposheets number 54 J/5 and 54 J/9 and 

GIS softwares - ArcGIS, Arcview and 3Dem software for 

preparation of DEM. The present study shows

terrain exhibits dendritic to sub-dendritic drainage pattern, 

stream order ranges from third to fourth order; drainage 

density varies slightly and has very coarse to coarse texture 

in Pidhaura and Balarpur sub-watersheds and fine drainage 

texture in Batesar and Pariar sub-watersheds. The other 

parameters determined and discussed include bifurcation 

ratio, elongation ratio, stream frequency, 

number, length of overland flow and relief aspects of the 

watersheds. The mean bifurcation ratio depicts that the 

basin falls under normal basin category. The elongation 

ratio shows that Balarpur sub-watershed mark elongation 

pattern whereas Pidhaura, Batesar and Pariar sub

watersheds possess circular shape. The present study 

concludes that remote sensing techniques proved to be a 

competent tool in morphometric analysis of drainage basin 

and channel network. 

Keywords: Morphometry, Drainage Characteristics, Sub

watershed, Agra. 
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Introduction  

 
The morphometric analysis of the drainage basin and channel network play a vital role in order to understand the hydro

geological behavior of drainage basin and expresses the prevailing climate, geology, geomorphology and structure etc. The 

relationship between various drainage parameters and the aforesaid factors are well recognized by Horton, 1945, Strahler, 1957, 

Melton, 1958, Pakhmode, et al., 2003 and Gangalakunta, 

GIS generated more precise data on morphometric parameters (Srivastava, 1997, Agarwal, 1998, Nag, 1998, Das and Mukherjee, 

2005) and concluded that remote sensing has emerged as a powerful tool and useful in analyzing the drainage morphometry. 

The objective of the present study is to analyze the morphometric attributes of Yamuna river basin for the first time and no 

systematic work has been carried out so far around Bah 

            

Bah Tahsil is a part of Indo-Gangetic plains lies between the Yamuna

located at a distance of 70 km from Agra city and about 55 km from Etawah district (Fig.1). The major part of the area is cov

by Indo- Gangetic alluvial deposit of the Quaternary period, overlying 

study area is included in the Survey of India toposheet number 54 J/5 and 54 J/9 between the parallels of 27

latitudes and 78
0
 25´ and   78

0
 45´E meridians of longitudes. 

  

Physiographycally, Agra district is divided into five distinct regions viz. Khadar lowland, Trans

South-West Upland and Yamuna Chambal Ravines. The study area is having a long irregular land, narrow towards the extremities 

and fairly wide in the centre. Its physical character differs greatly from the others. The level land between Yamuna and Chambal 

consists of mere ridges and narrow strips flanked on either side by ravines leading to the river.

 

The climate of the area is semi-arid and characterized by hot summer and temperature reaches as high as 47

(April to June). The monsoon months (July to September) receive about 69

February) Agra district goes through comfortably warm, but temperatures below freezing point is also noted at many places 

during the night. Agra is also prone to dense fog during the winter months of December and January.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Geologically the area is characterized by alluvium which is an admixture of gravel, sand, silt and clay in various proportion

deposited during the Quaternary period. The rock units belonging to the Vindhyan Super group represented by the upper 
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The morphometric analysis of the drainage basin and channel network play a vital role in order to understand the hydro

geological behavior of drainage basin and expresses the prevailing climate, geology, geomorphology and structure etc. The 

tween various drainage parameters and the aforesaid factors are well recognized by Horton, 1945, Strahler, 1957, 

2003 and Gangalakunta, et al., 2004. Recently many workers have used remote sensing data and

precise data on morphometric parameters (Srivastava, 1997, Agarwal, 1998, Nag, 1998, Das and Mukherjee, 

2005) and concluded that remote sensing has emerged as a powerful tool and useful in analyzing the drainage morphometry. 

tudy is to analyze the morphometric attributes of Yamuna river basin for the first time and no 

systematic work has been carried out so far around Bah Tahsil of Agra district.  

Gangetic plains lies between the Yamuna and Chambal Rivers in the south

located at a distance of 70 km from Agra city and about 55 km from Etawah district (Fig.1). The major part of the area is cov

Gangetic alluvial deposit of the Quaternary period, overlying the rocks, belonging to the Vindhyan Super group. The 

study area is included in the Survey of India toposheet number 54 J/5 and 54 J/9 between the parallels of 27

45´E meridians of longitudes.  

hycally, Agra district is divided into five distinct regions viz. Khadar lowland, Trans-Yamuna plain, Yamuna upland, 

West Upland and Yamuna Chambal Ravines. The study area is having a long irregular land, narrow towards the extremities 

e in the centre. Its physical character differs greatly from the others. The level land between Yamuna and Chambal 

consists of mere ridges and narrow strips flanked on either side by ravines leading to the river. 

haracterized by hot summer and temperature reaches as high as 47

(April to June). The monsoon months (July to September) receive about 69 cm of rainfall annually. During winters (November to 

y warm, but temperatures below freezing point is also noted at many places 

during the night. Agra is also prone to dense fog during the winter months of December and January. 

Fig:  1 – Location Map 

Geologically the area is characterized by alluvium which is an admixture of gravel, sand, silt and clay in various proportion

deposited during the Quaternary period. The rock units belonging to the Vindhyan Super group represented by the upper 

                                                                               

The morphometric analysis of the drainage basin and channel network play a vital role in order to understand the hydro-

geological behavior of drainage basin and expresses the prevailing climate, geology, geomorphology and structure etc. The 

tween various drainage parameters and the aforesaid factors are well recognized by Horton, 1945, Strahler, 1957, 

2004. Recently many workers have used remote sensing data and 

precise data on morphometric parameters (Srivastava, 1997, Agarwal, 1998, Nag, 1998, Das and Mukherjee, 

2005) and concluded that remote sensing has emerged as a powerful tool and useful in analyzing the drainage morphometry. 

tudy is to analyze the morphometric attributes of Yamuna river basin for the first time and no 

and Chambal Rivers in the south-eastern part of Agra, 

located at a distance of 70 km from Agra city and about 55 km from Etawah district (Fig.1). The major part of the area is covered 

the rocks, belonging to the Vindhyan Super group. The 

study area is included in the Survey of India toposheet number 54 J/5 and 54 J/9 between the parallels of 27
0
 00´ and 26

0 
50´N 

Yamuna plain, Yamuna upland, 

West Upland and Yamuna Chambal Ravines. The study area is having a long irregular land, narrow towards the extremities 

e in the centre. Its physical character differs greatly from the others. The level land between Yamuna and Chambal 

haracterized by hot summer and temperature reaches as high as 47 °C during summers 

cm of rainfall annually. During winters (November to 

y warm, but temperatures below freezing point is also noted at many places 

Geologically the area is characterized by alluvium which is an admixture of gravel, sand, silt and clay in various proportions, 

deposited during the Quaternary period. The rock units belonging to the Vindhyan Super group represented by the upper 
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Bhander and lower Rewa sandstones exposed in the west and southwest of Agra. The top soil is coarse and angular sand with 

small fraction of clay. However, in the study area the soil is fine loam in central part, sandy in the northern part and clay

southern part. 

 

 

Methodology: 

 
The drainage map (Fig.3) of the study area is prepared using Geocoded FCC of bands 2, 3 and 4 of IRS

and SOI toposheets on 1: 50,000 scale with sufficient ground truth (Fig.6). ArcView 3.2 software has been used for digitizing

morphometric analysis and to generate out put. Perimeter and area of the sub

from the online measurement tool and satellite imagery available on ISRO Bhuvan webpage (http://bhuvan2.nrsc.gov.in/) by 

overlaying the shape file (.shp) of the study area prepared in ArcGIS 9.2. The methodology for the computation of morphometric 

parameters is given in Table-1 and the results of the analysis summarized in details are given in Table

Topographic Mission) 90m resolution data (freely available on 

and  is used for the preparation of Digital Elevation Model to supplement the analysis (Fig. 2).

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Morphometric Analysis: 

 
The present study integrated the use of remote sensing in morphometric analysis and the results of morphometric parameters 

have been determined are discussed and briefly described. The study of basin morphometry attempts to relate basin and stream 

network geometries to the transmission of water and sediment through the basin. The size of a drainage basin acts upon the 

amount of water yield, the length, shape and relief, affect the rate at which water is discharged from the basin and total yi

sediments, the length and character for stream transport and rate at which water and sediments are discharged. 

 

In present study the morphometric analysis is carried out using mathematical formulae given in Table

summarized in Table-2. 
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d lower Rewa sandstones exposed in the west and southwest of Agra. The top soil is coarse and angular sand with 

small fraction of clay. However, in the study area the soil is fine loam in central part, sandy in the northern part and clay

The drainage map (Fig.3) of the study area is prepared using Geocoded FCC of bands 2, 3 and 4 of IRS-1D, LISS

and SOI toposheets on 1: 50,000 scale with sufficient ground truth (Fig.6). ArcView 3.2 software has been used for digitizing

rphometric analysis and to generate out put. Perimeter and area of the sub-watersheds are also calculated and cross checked 

from the online measurement tool and satellite imagery available on ISRO Bhuvan webpage (http://bhuvan2.nrsc.gov.in/) by 

the shape file (.shp) of the study area prepared in ArcGIS 9.2. The methodology for the computation of morphometric 

1 and the results of the analysis summarized in details are given in Table-2. SRTM (Shuttle Radar 

ission) 90m resolution data (freely available on http://srtm.csir.cgiar.org/ ) is processed  in  3Dem and SAGA 2.0 

and  is used for the preparation of Digital Elevation Model to supplement the analysis (Fig. 2). 

 

The present study integrated the use of remote sensing in morphometric analysis and the results of morphometric parameters 

have been determined are discussed and briefly described. The study of basin morphometry attempts to relate basin and stream 

geometries to the transmission of water and sediment through the basin. The size of a drainage basin acts upon the 

amount of water yield, the length, shape and relief, affect the rate at which water is discharged from the basin and total yi

, the length and character for stream transport and rate at which water and sediments are discharged. 

In present study the morphometric analysis is carried out using mathematical formulae given in Table

                                                                               

d lower Rewa sandstones exposed in the west and southwest of Agra. The top soil is coarse and angular sand with 

small fraction of clay. However, in the study area the soil is fine loam in central part, sandy in the northern part and clayey in the 

1D, LISS-III, March, 2003 

and SOI toposheets on 1: 50,000 scale with sufficient ground truth (Fig.6). ArcView 3.2 software has been used for digitizing, 

watersheds are also calculated and cross checked 

from the online measurement tool and satellite imagery available on ISRO Bhuvan webpage (http://bhuvan2.nrsc.gov.in/) by 

the shape file (.shp) of the study area prepared in ArcGIS 9.2. The methodology for the computation of morphometric 

2. SRTM (Shuttle Radar 

) is processed  in  3Dem and SAGA 2.0 

The present study integrated the use of remote sensing in morphometric analysis and the results of morphometric parameters 

have been determined are discussed and briefly described. The study of basin morphometry attempts to relate basin and stream 

geometries to the transmission of water and sediment through the basin. The size of a drainage basin acts upon the 

amount of water yield, the length, shape and relief, affect the rate at which water is discharged from the basin and total yield of 

, the length and character for stream transport and rate at which water and sediments are discharged.  

In present study the morphometric analysis is carried out using mathematical formulae given in Table-1 and the results are 
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Linear Aspects 

The linear aspects determined include stream order, stream length, mean stream length stream length ratio and bifurcation rat

and the results of the analysis are given in Table -2 and discussed below.

 

Stream Order 

The designation of stream orders is the first step in drainage basin analysis and expresses the hierarchical relationship between 

segments. In the present study the number of stream ordering is carried out using the method given by Strahler (1964). 

 

The order wise stream numbers, area and length of the four sub

that Pidhaura and Batesar sub-watersheds are of second

The observation of stream order verifies the Horton’s Law (1945) of stream number i.e. the number of stream segments of each 

order forms an inverse geometric sequence with order number. This geometric relationship is shown graphically in the form of 

straight line when the log value of these variables (stream order and stream number) and (stream order and stream length) on 

semi log plot (Fig.4 and Fig.5).  

 

Stream Length (Lu) 

The stream length is computed based on the law proposed by Horton (1945) for all the counted and their lengths are mea

In the study area, total length of stream segments is maximum for first order and decreases as stream order increases. Howeve

in all four sub-watersheds the stream segments of various order, varies considerably (Table

 

Bifurcation Ratio (Rb) 

The bifurcation ratio is the ratio of the number of stream segments of given order to the number of segments of next higher 

order. Horton (1945) and Schumm (1956) considered the bifurcation ratio as an index of relief and dissection. It has been fou

that the bifurcation ratios characteristically range between 3.0 and 5.0 for watershed in which geology is reasonably 

homogeneous and not suffered structural disturbances. 

 

Bifurcation ratio for different sub-basins of the study area have been determined and 

stream order vs. stream number have been drawn and a straight line was fitted through these points (Fig.4). The irregularitie

the bifurcation ratios of the four sub-watersheds are possibly dependent upon the dr

values of Rb show that the sub-watershed has suffered less structural disturbances (Strahler, 1964) and the drainage pattern is 

not distorted. Furthermore the low Rb values signify high drainage density and indicate

where geology is reasonably homogeneous. The mean bifurcation ratio, which is the average of bifurcation ratios of all orders

calculated which varies from 4.48 to 5.80 (Table - 

 

 
Fig:  3(a)
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The linear aspects determined include stream order, stream length, mean stream length stream length ratio and bifurcation rat

2 and discussed below. 

m orders is the first step in drainage basin analysis and expresses the hierarchical relationship between 

segments. In the present study the number of stream ordering is carried out using the method given by Strahler (1964). 

, area and length of the four sub-watersheds are counted and presented in the Table 

watersheds are of second order while Balarpur and Pariar sub-watersheds are of fourth order. 

ifies the Horton’s Law (1945) of stream number i.e. the number of stream segments of each 

order forms an inverse geometric sequence with order number. This geometric relationship is shown graphically in the form of 

variables (stream order and stream number) and (stream order and stream length) on 

The stream length is computed based on the law proposed by Horton (1945) for all the counted and their lengths are mea

In the study area, total length of stream segments is maximum for first order and decreases as stream order increases. Howeve

watersheds the stream segments of various order, varies considerably (Table- 2). 

The bifurcation ratio is the ratio of the number of stream segments of given order to the number of segments of next higher 

order. Horton (1945) and Schumm (1956) considered the bifurcation ratio as an index of relief and dissection. It has been fou

the bifurcation ratios characteristically range between 3.0 and 5.0 for watershed in which geology is reasonably 

homogeneous and not suffered structural disturbances.  

basins of the study area have been determined and tabulated in Table 

stream order vs. stream number have been drawn and a straight line was fitted through these points (Fig.4). The irregularitie

watersheds are possibly dependent upon the drainage basin (Strahler, 1952). The lower 

watershed has suffered less structural disturbances (Strahler, 1964) and the drainage pattern is 

not distorted. Furthermore the low Rb values signify high drainage density and indicate areas with uniform surficial materials 

where geology is reasonably homogeneous. The mean bifurcation ratio, which is the average of bifurcation ratios of all orders

 2).  

(a) – Drainage Map of the Study area 

                                                                               

The linear aspects determined include stream order, stream length, mean stream length stream length ratio and bifurcation ratio 

m orders is the first step in drainage basin analysis and expresses the hierarchical relationship between 

segments. In the present study the number of stream ordering is carried out using the method given by Strahler (1964).  

watersheds are counted and presented in the Table - 2; indicate 

watersheds are of fourth order. 

ifies the Horton’s Law (1945) of stream number i.e. the number of stream segments of each 

order forms an inverse geometric sequence with order number. This geometric relationship is shown graphically in the form of 

variables (stream order and stream number) and (stream order and stream length) on 

The stream length is computed based on the law proposed by Horton (1945) for all the counted and their lengths are measured. 

In the study area, total length of stream segments is maximum for first order and decreases as stream order increases. However 

The bifurcation ratio is the ratio of the number of stream segments of given order to the number of segments of next higher 

order. Horton (1945) and Schumm (1956) considered the bifurcation ratio as an index of relief and dissection. It has been found 

the bifurcation ratios characteristically range between 3.0 and 5.0 for watershed in which geology is reasonably 

tabulated in Table – 2. Semi log plots of 

stream order vs. stream number have been drawn and a straight line was fitted through these points (Fig.4). The irregularities in 

ainage basin (Strahler, 1952). The lower 

watershed has suffered less structural disturbances (Strahler, 1964) and the drainage pattern is 

areas with uniform surficial materials 

where geology is reasonably homogeneous. The mean bifurcation ratio, which is the average of bifurcation ratios of all orders is, 
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 Methodology adopted for the computation of morphometric parameters

  

S.No. Morphometric Parameters

1 Stream order 

2 Bifurcation Ratio (Rb) 

3 Mean Bifurcation Ratio (Rbm) 

4 Stream Length (Lu) 

5 Mean Stream Length (Lsm) 

7 Drainage Density (D)  

8 Drainage Texture(Rt) 

9   

 

Stream Frequency (Fs) 

 

10 Length of Over Land Flow (Lg) 

11 Form Factor (Rf) 

12 Circularity Ratio (Rc) 

13 Elongation Ratio (Re) 

14 Relief Ratio (Rh) 

15 Ruggedness Number (HD) 

16 Relative Relief (Rhp) 
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Table 1: 

Methodology adopted for the computation of morphometric parameters 

Morphometric Parameters Formula/Definition 

Hierarchical Rank 

Rb = Nu / Nu+1 

Where, Nu=Number of stream segments      

                     present in the  given order           

Nu+1= Number of segments of the next  higher 

order 

Rbm = Average of bifurcation ratios of all orders

Length of the Stream (km) 

Lsm = Lu / Nu,  km 

Where, Lu=Mean stream length of a given  

                    order (km) 

             Nu= Number of stream segments 

D= ∑Lu /Au ) km/km2 

Where,Lu=Total Stream length of all orders (km)

             Au=Area of the Basin (km2) 

Rt = ∑ Nu/P 

Where, Nu= Stream Number 

             P  = Perimeter (km) 

Fs = ∑ Nu /Au 

Where, Nu=Total number of streams in the  basin

            Au= Basin Area (km2) 

Lg = 1/ D×2  Km 

Where, D = Drainage density (km/km2) 

Rf = Au / Lb2 

Where, Au=Area of the Basin (km2)  

             Lb=Maximum Basin length (km) 

Rc =   4πAu/ P2 

Where, Au= Basin Area ( km2) 

              P=  Perimeter of the basin (km) 

              Π = 3.14 

Re=   √Au/π /  Lb 

Where,   Au= Area of the Basin (km2)  

 Lb=Maximum Basin length (km) 

 Π = 3.14 

Rh = H / Lbmax     

Where, H     =     Maximum basin relief (km) 

             Lbmax= Maximum basin length (km) 

HD= H×Dd 

Where, H= Maximum basin relief 

            Dd=  Drainage density  

Rhp =   H× (100) /  P  

Where,   H = Maximum basin relief 

   P = Perimeter of the basin (km) 

                                                                               

 

 

Nu+1= Number of segments of the next  higher 

Rbm = Average of bifurcation ratios of all orders 

length of all orders (km) 

Where, Nu=Total number of streams in the  basin 
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Fig:  3(b) – Drainage Map showing splited sun

Fig 4- Semi Log Plots of 
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Drainage Map showing splited sun-watershed 

 

 

 

 

Semi Log Plots of Stream Order Vs Stream Number 
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Fig 5 Semi – Log Plots of Stream Order Vs Mean Stream Length

Mean Stream Length (Lsm) 

The mean stream length is calculated by dividing the total stream length of order ‘u’ and number of stream of segment of orde

‘u’ (Table – 2 and Fig.5). In the study area it is noted that Lsm varies from 0.37 to 4.55 km and Lsm of any given order is greater 

than that of the lower order and less than that of its next higher order in all the sub

which is possibly due to variation in the slope and topography. 

 

Stream length Ratio (RL) 

The stream length ratio can be defined as the ratio of the mean stream length of a given order to the mean stream length of n

lower order (Horton, 1945) and having important relationship with surface flow and discharge. Pidhaura and Batesar sub

watersheds show an increasing trend in the stream length ratio from lower order to higher order indicate their mature 

geomorphic stage whereas, Balarpur and Pariar sub

youth to mature stage of geomorphic development (Singh and Singh, 1997).

 

Aerial Aspects 

The aerial aspects which were included, drainage density, drainage texture, stream frequency

elongation ratio and length of overland flow. The results are given in Table

 

Drainage Density (D) 

 Horton (1932) defines drainage density as the total length of stream of all order/drainage area

closeness of spacing of channels. Langbein (1947) suggested that drainage density varies between 0.55 and 2.09 km/km2 in 

humid region with an average density of 1.03 km/km2, where high drainage densities usually reduce the 

stream more evenly distributing runoff and speeding runoff into secondary and tertiary streams. The low drainage density is 

favoured in regions of highly permeable subsoil material, under dense vegetation cover and where relief is l

drainage density is favoured in regions of weak or impermeable subsurface materials, sparse vegetation and mountain relief 

(Chow, 1964). The low drainage density is also indicative of

varies from 1.29 to 1.65 km/km2, indicates clearly that the region has highly permeable subsoil, dense vegetation cover and l

relief. 
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Log Plots of Stream Order Vs Mean Stream Length 

 

The mean stream length is calculated by dividing the total stream length of order ‘u’ and number of stream of segment of orde

2 and Fig.5). In the study area it is noted that Lsm varies from 0.37 to 4.55 km and Lsm of any given order is greater 

than that of the lower order and less than that of its next higher order in all the sub-watersheds except Balarpur sub

which is possibly due to variation in the slope and topography.  

The stream length ratio can be defined as the ratio of the mean stream length of a given order to the mean stream length of n

having important relationship with surface flow and discharge. Pidhaura and Batesar sub

watersheds show an increasing trend in the stream length ratio from lower order to higher order indicate their mature 

geomorphic stage whereas, Balarpur and Pariar sub-watersheds show changes in RL from one order to another, indicate the late 

youth to mature stage of geomorphic development (Singh and Singh, 1997). 

The aerial aspects which were included, drainage density, drainage texture, stream frequency, form factor circularity ratio, 

elongation ratio and length of overland flow. The results are given in Table-2 and discussed in details. 

Horton (1932) defines drainage density as the total length of stream of all order/drainage area and may be an expression of the 

closeness of spacing of channels. Langbein (1947) suggested that drainage density varies between 0.55 and 2.09 km/km2 in 

humid region with an average density of 1.03 km/km2, where high drainage densities usually reduce the 

stream more evenly distributing runoff and speeding runoff into secondary and tertiary streams. The low drainage density is 

permeable subsoil material, under dense vegetation cover and where relief is l

drainage density is favoured in regions of weak or impermeable subsurface materials, sparse vegetation and mountain relief 

(Chow, 1964). The low drainage density is also indicative of relatively long overland flow of surface water. The draina

varies from 1.29 to 1.65 km/km2, indicates clearly that the region has highly permeable subsoil, dense vegetation cover and l
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The mean stream length is calculated by dividing the total stream length of order ‘u’ and number of stream of segment of order 

2 and Fig.5). In the study area it is noted that Lsm varies from 0.37 to 4.55 km and Lsm of any given order is greater 

watersheds except Balarpur sub-watershed 

The stream length ratio can be defined as the ratio of the mean stream length of a given order to the mean stream length of next 

having important relationship with surface flow and discharge. Pidhaura and Batesar sub-

watersheds show an increasing trend in the stream length ratio from lower order to higher order indicate their mature 

watersheds show changes in RL from one order to another, indicate the late 

, form factor circularity ratio, 

and may be an expression of the 

closeness of spacing of channels. Langbein (1947) suggested that drainage density varies between 0.55 and 2.09 km/km2 in 

humid region with an average density of 1.03 km/km2, where high drainage densities usually reduce the discharge in any single 

stream more evenly distributing runoff and speeding runoff into secondary and tertiary streams. The low drainage density is 

permeable subsoil material, under dense vegetation cover and where relief is low while high 

drainage density is favoured in regions of weak or impermeable subsurface materials, sparse vegetation and mountain relief 

relatively long overland flow of surface water. The drainage density 

varies from 1.29 to 1.65 km/km2, indicates clearly that the region has highly permeable subsoil, dense vegetation cover and low 
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Results of Parameters of Morphometric analysis of all the watersheds

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Stream 

Order 

Pidhaura 

Strea

mNo 

Bifurcation 

Ratio (Rb) 

Stream 

First 88.0 3.2 

Second 25.0 8.3 

Third 3.0 - 

Fourth - - 

Mean  Rb 

(Rbm) 
 5.8 

S. No 
Name of 

Watershed 

Area 

(Au) 
(km²) 

Maximum
Length

1 Pidhaura 44.00 1

2 Bateswar 84.62 1

3 Balarpur 136.38 1

4 Pariar 81.93 1

S. 

No. 
Name of  the 

Watershed 
Drai

Densi

1 Pidhaura 

2 Bateswar 

3 Balarpur 

4 Pariar 

 
Stream 
Order 

Pidhaura 

Stream 
Length 

(km) 

Mean 
Stream 
Length 

(km) 
(Lsm) 

Stream 
Length 

Ratio 

(RL) 

Stream

Length

(km) 

First 32.50 0.37 1.86 99.75

Second 17.25 0.69 3.49 29.60

Third 7.25 2.41 - 9.25 

Fourth - - - - 

Name of 
Watersheds 

Max. Basin Relief

(km) 

Pidhaura 0.017 

Bateswar 0.022 

Balarpur 0.02 

Pariar 0.038 
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Table - 2  

Results of Parameters of Morphometric analysis of all the watersheds 

Batesar Balarpur 
Pariar
 

Stream 

No. 

Bifurcation 

Ratio (Rb) 

Stream 

No. 

Bifurcation 

Ratio (Rb) 

Stream 

No. 

Bifurcation 

Ratio 

224.0 4.3 224.0 4.2 202.0 

50.0 6.0 53.0 3.7 48.0 

8.0 - 13.0 6.5 8.0 

- - 2.0 - 1.0 

 5.16  4.79  4.48

ximum Basin 
Length (Lb) 

(km) 

Basin 
Perimeter (P) 

(km) 

Elongation 
Ratio (Re) 

Circularity
Ratio (Rc)

10.00 33.25 0.74 0.49 
12.40 34.50 0.84 0.89 
19.00 60.00 0.69 0.48 
12.25 38.25 0.83 0.70 

Drainage 

Density (Dd) 

Stream 

Frequency 

(Fs) 

Infiltration 

Number (If) 

 

Length of 

Overland Flow 

(Lg) 
 

1.29 2.63 3.39 0.39 

1.63 3.33 5.43 0.31 

1.23 2.14 2.63 0.40 

1.65 3.16 5.22 0.30 

Batesar Balarpur 

tream 
Length 

 

Mean 
Stream 
Length 
(km) 

(Lsm) 

Stream 
Length 
Ratio 
(RL 

Stream 
Length 

(km) 

Mean 
Stream 
Length 

(km) 
(Lsm) 

Stream 
Length 
Ratio 
(RL) 

Stream

Length

(km) 

5 0.44 1.34 112.62 0.50 0.98 93.00

0 0.59 1.95 26.15 0.49 3.10 31.00

 1.15 - 20.00 1.53 2.97 8.95

- - 9.10 4.55 - 1.90

Basin Relief Relief Ratio 
(m) 

Relative Relief 
(Rhp) 

Ruggedness Number
(HD) 

0.0017 0.051 0.022 

0.0018 0.064 0.036 

0.0011 0.033 0.025 

0.0031 0.081 0.063 

                                                                               

Pariar 
 

Bifurcation 

tio (Rb) 

4.1 

5.3 

4.0 

- 

4.48 

Circularity 
Rc) 

Form 
Factor 

(Rf) 
 0.44 
 0.55 
 0.38 
 0.55 

Flow 

Pariar 
 

tream 
Length 

 

Mean 
Stream 
Length 

(km) 
(Lsm) 

Stream 
Length 
Ratio 
(RL) 

0 0.46 1.41 

0 0.65 1.72 

5 1.12 1.69 

90 1.90 - 

dness Number 
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Drainage Texture (Rt) 

Horton (1945) defines drainage texture as the total number of segments of all order per perimeter of that area. Smith (1950) 

classified drainage density into five different textures. The drainage density less 

related to coarse, between 4 and 6 is moderate, between 6 and 8 is fine and greater than 8 is very fine drainage. According t

this classification drainage texture of Pidhura and Balarpur sub

very coarse to coarse drainage texture category while Baetsar and Pariar sub

respectively (Table- 2). In the present study it is found that the drainage density is vari

and fine drainage texture. 

 

Stream Frequency (Fs) 

Horton (1932) defined stream frequency as the total number of stream segment of all order per unit area. Table

stream frequency for all four sub-watersheds of the study area show positive correlation with the drainage density indicate that 

stream population increases with the increase of drainage density in all four sub

 

Form Factor (Rf) 

Horton (1932) define form factor as the ratio of basin ar

drainage basin out line. The Rf values (Table- 2) in the area of interest varies from 0.38 to 0.55 in all the sub

that the sub-watersheds are circular in shape.  
 
Circularity Ratio (Rc) 

Miller (1953) define circularity ratio as the ratio of the basin area to the area of a circle having the same circumference p

as the basin. Circularity ratio is dimensionless and expresses the degree of circularity of the basin. 

and Balarpur vary between 0.48 and 0.49, indicate that these watersheds are more or less elongated in shape, whereas Baetsar 

and Pariar, which show Rc values 0.71 and 0.89 respectively indicate that these are more or less circu

characterized by moderate to low relief and drainage system seems to be partially controlled by the structural disturbances 

(Table-2). This also indicates the tendency of small drainage basin in homogeneous geologic materials to prese

similarity. 

 

Elongation Ratio (Re) 

Schumm (1956) defined elongation ratio as the ratio of diameter of a circle of the same area as the drainage basin and the 

maximum length of the basin. A circular basin appear more efficient in the dischar

(Singh and Singh 1997). The Re values generally ranges between 0.6 and 1.0 over a wide variety of climatic and geologic types

Values near to 1.0 are the characteristics of the region of very low relief while v

the areas of high relief and steep ground slope (Strahler, 1964). These values are further categorized as   (a) circular (>0.

oval (0.9-0.8), (c) less elongated (<0.7). The Re values in the study ar

moderate to slightly steep ground slope. The lowest value in case of Balrapur sub

whereas sub-watersheds Batesar and Pariar having values 0.84 and 0.8

slope. 

 

Length of Overland Flow (Lg) 

Horton (1945) defined length of overland flow as the length of flow path, projected to the horizontal of non channel flow fro

point on the drainage divide to a point on the adjacent stream channel. He further noted that Lg is one of the most important 

independent variable affecting both hydrologic and physiographic development of drainage basins. The length of overland flow 

approximately equal to the half of the reciprocal of drainage density. This factor basically relates inversely to the average slope 

of the channel and is quiet synonymous with the length of sheet flow to a large degree. Table 

Balapur watersheds is less with high drainage density when compared with Pidhura and Pariar watersheds. The computed value 

of all 4 watersheds varies from 0.30 to 0.40. 

 
Relief Aspects 

The relief aspects determined include, relief ratio, relative relief and ruggedness number and the resul

in Table – 2. 
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Horton (1945) defines drainage texture as the total number of segments of all order per perimeter of that area. Smith (1950) 

classified drainage density into five different textures. The drainage density less than 2 indicates very coarse, between 2 and 4 is 

related to coarse, between 4 and 6 is moderate, between 6 and 8 is fine and greater than 8 is very fine drainage. According t

this classification drainage texture of Pidhura and Balarpur sub-watersheds having values 3.48 and 5.54 respectively falls under 

very coarse to coarse drainage texture category while Baetsar and Pariar sub-watersheds having values 6.77 and 8.17 

2). In the present study it is found that the drainage density is variable and suggests very coarse to coarse 

Horton (1932) defined stream frequency as the total number of stream segment of all order per unit area. Table

ds of the study area show positive correlation with the drainage density indicate that 

stream population increases with the increase of drainage density in all four sub-watersheds. 

Horton (1932) define form factor as the ratio of basin area to square of the basin length and is a quantitative expression of 

2) in the area of interest varies from 0.38 to 0.55 in all the sub

Miller (1953) define circularity ratio as the ratio of the basin area to the area of a circle having the same circumference p

as the basin. Circularity ratio is dimensionless and expresses the degree of circularity of the basin. The Rc values in the Pidhura 

and 0.49, indicate that these watersheds are more or less elongated in shape, whereas Baetsar 

and Pariar, which show Rc values 0.71 and 0.89 respectively indicate that these are more or less circu

characterized by moderate to low relief and drainage system seems to be partially controlled by the structural disturbances 

2). This also indicates the tendency of small drainage basin in homogeneous geologic materials to prese

Schumm (1956) defined elongation ratio as the ratio of diameter of a circle of the same area as the drainage basin and the 

maximum length of the basin. A circular basin appear more efficient in the discharge of run-off than that of an elongated basin 

(Singh and Singh 1997). The Re values generally ranges between 0.6 and 1.0 over a wide variety of climatic and geologic types

Values near to 1.0 are the characteristics of the region of very low relief while values in the range of 0.6-0.8 are usually occur in 

the areas of high relief and steep ground slope (Strahler, 1964). These values are further categorized as   (a) circular (>0.

0.8), (c) less elongated (<0.7). The Re values in the study area vary  between 0.69 and 0.84 (Table

moderate to slightly steep ground slope. The lowest value in case of Balrapur sub-watershed indicate high relief and steep slope 

watersheds Batesar and Pariar having values 0.84 and 0.83 respectively indicate moderate to low relief and low 

Horton (1945) defined length of overland flow as the length of flow path, projected to the horizontal of non channel flow fro

nt on the adjacent stream channel. He further noted that Lg is one of the most important 

independent variable affecting both hydrologic and physiographic development of drainage basins. The length of overland flow 

reciprocal of drainage density. This factor basically relates inversely to the average slope 

of the channel and is quiet synonymous with the length of sheet flow to a large degree. Table - 2 reveals that Lg is  Baetsar and 

igh drainage density when compared with Pidhura and Pariar watersheds. The computed value 

The relief aspects determined include, relief ratio, relative relief and ruggedness number and the results of the analysis are given 

                                                                               

Horton (1945) defines drainage texture as the total number of segments of all order per perimeter of that area. Smith (1950) 

than 2 indicates very coarse, between 2 and 4 is 

related to coarse, between 4 and 6 is moderate, between 6 and 8 is fine and greater than 8 is very fine drainage. According to 

ng values 3.48 and 5.54 respectively falls under 

watersheds having values 6.77 and 8.17 

able and suggests very coarse to coarse 

Horton (1932) defined stream frequency as the total number of stream segment of all order per unit area. Table-2 shows that 

ds of the study area show positive correlation with the drainage density indicate that 

ea to square of the basin length and is a quantitative expression of 

2) in the area of interest varies from 0.38 to 0.55 in all the sub-watersheds indicate 

Miller (1953) define circularity ratio as the ratio of the basin area to the area of a circle having the same circumference perimeter 

The Rc values in the Pidhura 

and 0.49, indicate that these watersheds are more or less elongated in shape, whereas Baetsar 

and Pariar, which show Rc values 0.71 and 0.89 respectively indicate that these are more or less circular Fig.3 (b) and are 

characterized by moderate to low relief and drainage system seems to be partially controlled by the structural disturbances 

2). This also indicates the tendency of small drainage basin in homogeneous geologic materials to preserve geometrical 

Schumm (1956) defined elongation ratio as the ratio of diameter of a circle of the same area as the drainage basin and the 

off than that of an elongated basin 

(Singh and Singh 1997). The Re values generally ranges between 0.6 and 1.0 over a wide variety of climatic and geologic types. 

0.8 are usually occur in 

the areas of high relief and steep ground slope (Strahler, 1964). These values are further categorized as   (a) circular (>0.9), (b) 

ea vary  between 0.69 and 0.84 (Table- 2), which indicates 

watershed indicate high relief and steep slope 

3 respectively indicate moderate to low relief and low 

Horton (1945) defined length of overland flow as the length of flow path, projected to the horizontal of non channel flow from 

nt on the adjacent stream channel. He further noted that Lg is one of the most important 

independent variable affecting both hydrologic and physiographic development of drainage basins. The length of overland flow is 

reciprocal of drainage density. This factor basically relates inversely to the average slope 

2 reveals that Lg is  Baetsar and 

igh drainage density when compared with Pidhura and Pariar watersheds. The computed value 

ts of the analysis are given 
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Relief Ratio (Rh) 

According to Schumm (1954) the relief ratio is obtained when basin relief ‘H’ is divided by the maximum basin length (Lb), re

in a dimensionless ratio which is equal to the tangent of the a

called relief ratio measures the overall steepness of a drainage basin and is an indicator of the intensity of erosion proces

operating on slope of the basin. The values of Rh in all the sub

(Pidhura) to 0.0031 (Pariar) indicates low relief and moderate to gentle slope.

 
Relative Relief (Rhp) 

This term was given by Melton (1957) and in the present study it is noted that Balarpur sun

relief while Pariar has the minimum value. Furthermore, visual analysis of the digital elevation model prepared from the SRTM

data (Fig.2) indicate that the elevation varies from 128m to 167m which represent the land surface has

slope. 

 

Ruggedness Number (HD) 

It is the product of maximum basin relief (H) and drainage density (D), where both parameters are in the same unit. Extreme h

values of ruggedness number occur when both variables are large, when slope 

In the present study the value of ruggedness number (Table 

 

Conclusion: 

The present study demonstrates that remote sensing techniques and GIS play a vital role   for the preparation of updated 

drainage map in a timely and cost-effective manner and morphometric analysis. Detailed morphometric study of all sub

watersheds represents dendritic to sub-dendritic drainage pattern, indicating homogenous lithology and variations in the values 

of Rb among the sub-watersheds attributed to the difference in topography and geometric development. The 

sub-watersheds demonstrate a positive correlation with the 

respect to increase in drainage density whereas the values of 

vegetation cover and low relief. Drainage texture varies from very coarse to coarse to fine and shape parameters of the sub

watersheds viz; Re, Rc and Rf values indicate that the Pidhura and Balarpur sub

Baetsar and Pariar, are more or less circular. Relief aspects and visual interpretation of DEM of the study area indicate gentle to 

moderate slope, low run off and high infiltrations. Moreover, overlaying the shape file of the study area from the satellite 

imagery available on recently developed ISRO Bhuvan webpage is proved to be efficient technique for calculating some of the 

parameters of areal aspects using the measurement tool available on the same webpage. Furthermore, this study suggests that 

systematic analysis of morphometric parameters 

understanding sub-watersheds’ drainage characteristics and hydro
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According to Schumm (1954) the relief ratio is obtained when basin relief ‘H’ is divided by the maximum basin length (Lb), re

in a dimensionless ratio which is equal to the tangent of the angle formed by two planes intersecting at the mouth of the basin 

called relief ratio measures the overall steepness of a drainage basin and is an indicator of the intensity of erosion proces

operating on slope of the basin. The values of Rh in all the sub-watersheds are given in Table - 2 and ranges 

(Pariar) indicates low relief and moderate to gentle slope. 

This term was given by Melton (1957) and in the present study it is noted that Balarpur sun-watershed has maximum relative 

relief while Pariar has the minimum value. Furthermore, visual analysis of the digital elevation model prepared from the SRTM

data (Fig.2) indicate that the elevation varies from 128m to 167m which represent the land surface has

It is the product of maximum basin relief (H) and drainage density (D), where both parameters are in the same unit. Extreme h

values of ruggedness number occur when both variables are large, when slope is not only steep but long as well (Strahler, 1958). 

In the present study the value of ruggedness number (Table - 2) is low, indicates gentle slope of all four sub

The present study demonstrates that remote sensing techniques and GIS play a vital role   for the preparation of updated 

effective manner and morphometric analysis. Detailed morphometric study of all sub

dendritic drainage pattern, indicating homogenous lithology and variations in the values 

watersheds attributed to the difference in topography and geometric development. The 

ate a positive correlation with the Dd values suggesting an increase in the stream population with 

respect to increase in drainage density whereas the values of Dd show that the region has highly permeable subsoil, dense 

ainage texture varies from very coarse to coarse to fine and shape parameters of the sub

values indicate that the Pidhura and Balarpur sub-watersheds are more or less elongated whereas, 

cular. Relief aspects and visual interpretation of DEM of the study area indicate gentle to 

moderate slope, low run off and high infiltrations. Moreover, overlaying the shape file of the study area from the satellite 

ISRO Bhuvan webpage is proved to be efficient technique for calculating some of the 

parameters of areal aspects using the measurement tool available on the same webpage. Furthermore, this study suggests that 

systematic analysis of morphometric parameters within drainage networks using a GIS can provide substantial value in 

watersheds’ drainage characteristics and hydro-geological behavior of the area. 
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According to Schumm (1954) the relief ratio is obtained when basin relief ‘H’ is divided by the maximum basin length (Lb), results 

ngle formed by two planes intersecting at the mouth of the basin 

called relief ratio measures the overall steepness of a drainage basin and is an indicator of the intensity of erosion process 

2 and ranges from 0.0017 

ershed has maximum relative 

relief while Pariar has the minimum value. Furthermore, visual analysis of the digital elevation model prepared from the SRTM 

data (Fig.2) indicate that the elevation varies from 128m to 167m which represent the land surface has gentle to moderate 

It is the product of maximum basin relief (H) and drainage density (D), where both parameters are in the same unit. Extreme high 

is not only steep but long as well (Strahler, 1958). 

2) is low, indicates gentle slope of all four sub-watersheds. 

The present study demonstrates that remote sensing techniques and GIS play a vital role   for the preparation of updated 

effective manner and morphometric analysis. Detailed morphometric study of all sub-

dendritic drainage pattern, indicating homogenous lithology and variations in the values 

watersheds attributed to the difference in topography and geometric development. The Fs values for all 

values suggesting an increase in the stream population with 

show that the region has highly permeable subsoil, dense 

ainage texture varies from very coarse to coarse to fine and shape parameters of the sub-
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cular. Relief aspects and visual interpretation of DEM of the study area indicate gentle to 

moderate slope, low run off and high infiltrations. Moreover, overlaying the shape file of the study area from the satellite 
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